Fossils and molecular data are two independent sources of information that should in principle provide consistent inferences of when evolutionary lineages diverged. Here we employ a novel approach to genetic inference of species split times in recent human and ape evolution that is independent of the fossil record. We first use genetic parentage information on a large number of wild chimpanzees and mountain gorillas to directly infer their average generation times. We then compare these generation time estimates with those of humans and apply recent estimates of the human mutation rate per generation to derive estimates of split times of great apes and humans that are independent of fossil calibration. We date the human-chimpanzee split to at least 7 to 8 million years and the population split between Neandertals and modern humans to 400,000 to 800,000 years ago. This suggests that molecular divergence dates may not be in conflict with the attribution of 6 to 7 million-year-old fossils to the human lineage and 400,000-year-old fossils to the Neandertal lineage.
, John C. Mitani Over 40 years ago, Sarich and Wilson used immunological data to propose that humans 4 and African great apes diverged only about 5 million years ago, some three to four times 5 more recently than had been assumed based on the fossil record (1) . Although 6 contentious at the time (e.g., (2) ), this divergence has since been repeatedly estimated 7 from DNA sequence data at 4 -6 million years ago (Ma) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . However, this estimate is 8 incompatible with the attribution of fossils older than 6 Ma to the human lineage. 9 Although the assignment of fossils such as the approximately 6 Ma Orrorin (9) and the 6 10 -7 Ma Sahelanthropus (10) to the human lineage remains controversial (11), it is also 11 possible that the divergence dates inferred from DNA sequence data are too recent. 12 The total amount of sequence differences observed today between two 13 evolutionary lineages can be expressed as the sum of two values: the sequence 14 differences that accumulated since gene flow ceased between the lineages ("split time") 15 and the sequence differences that correspond to the diversity in the common ancestor of 16 both lineages. The extent of variation in the ancestral species may be estimated from the 17 variance of DNA sequence differences observed across different parts of the genome 18 between the species today, which will be larger the greater the level of variation in the 19 ancestral population. By subtracting this value from the total amount of sequence 20 differences, the sequence differences accumulated since the split can be estimated. The 21 rate at which DNA sequence differences accumulate in the genome ("mutation rate") is 22 needed to then convert DNA sequence differences into split times. 23 In prior research, mutation rates have been calculated using species split times 24 estimated from the fossil record as calibration points. For calculating split times between 25 present-day humans and great apes, calibration points which assume that DNA sequence 26 differences between humans and orangutans have accumulated over 13 Ma (12) or 18 Ma 27 (5, 8) or between chimpanzees and humans over 7 Ma (13, 14) have been used. Recently, 28 researchers have commonly employed a mutation rate of 1 x 10 -9 mutations per site per 29 year (e.g., (4, 6, 8, 15) ) derived from the observed DNA sequence difference of around 30 1.3% between the human and chimpanzee genomes (8, 15, 16) and an assumed DNA 31 sequence divergence between these species at 7 Ma, as well as from an observed 32 sequence difference of 6.46% between the human and macaque genomes (17) and an 33 assumption of their DNA sequence divergence at 25 Ma. Although ubiquitous, this 34 approach has an inherent circularity and is subject to possible error because it relies on 35 the accuracy of the ages of fossils. While approaches to account for uncertainty in the 36 fossil record have been proposed (18) , a means to avoid the use of fossil calibration 37 points would be useful. 38 An alternative approach to determine mutation rates is to compare genome 39 sequences from children and their parents (19) (20) (21) Thus, generation times in gorillas are substantially shorter than in chimpanzees. 104
The ages of gorilla fathers ranged from 10.8 to 30.9 years, while the ages of 105 gorilla mothers ranged from 7.3 to 38.0 years, suggesting that female gorillas reproduce 106 over substantially longer periods than do males. In fact, we found that more than 75% of 107 offspring were sired by males between the ages of 15 and 24, while the distribution of 108 gorilla maternal ages varied considerably more (SI Figure 1) . Thus, in contrast to 109 chimpanzees, the potential reproductive lifespan of gorilla females is longer than for 110 gorilla males. 111 112
Generation times and body mass. Several life history characteristics, such as age of 113 weaning, female age at maturity, and female age at first breeding, exhibit a positive 114 relationship with body mass across primates (29) . To evaluate whether generation time 115 also increases with body size in the great apes, we compared generation times and body 116 mass estimates. Supplementing our data with a recent estimate of orangutan female 117 generation time based on demographic information (28), we find that humans, 118 chimpanzees, and female orangutans display similar masses and generation times, while 119 male and female gorillas have more than twice as large body masses yet short generation 120 times, resulting in an overall negative association between mass and generation times in 121 these taxa (females, generation time = -0.102mass + 33. /site/year. 137 138
Species split times. We can use the observed generation times in apes and humans as well 139 as observed mutation rates in human families to recalibrate the previously published split 140 times among the human and ape evolutionary lineages. We assume that the common 141 ancestor at each branch point had a generation time and mutation rate within the range 142 described by the most extreme values of the present-day descendant species (see 143
Methods). availability of data from the western gorilla species, we make the assumption that the 211 average generation interval of mountain gorillas is applicable to both present-day species 212 of the Gorilla genus. Although reliant primarily upon herbaceous vegetation, western 213 gorillas also eat fruit much of the year, while fruit is nearly absent from the mountain 214 gorilla habitat (45) . More folivorous anthropoid primates are known to mature more 215 quickly than similarly-sized non-folivorous primates (46) , and indeed limited data from 216 western gorillas suggest that females and males attain adulthood 2 and 3 years later, 217 respectively, than the more folivorous mountain gorilla (47) . This implies that the 218 generation time in western gorillas may be on the order of 21 years, in contrast to the 19 219 years used here for gorilla generation time. However, because 19 is the shortest 220 generation time observed among present-day mountain gorillas, chimpanzees, and 221 humans, our use of this value is more conservative and simply contributes to a slightly 222 broader range for the inferred split time for the divergence of the gorilla lineage from that 223 leading to humans and chimpanzee, as well as to a broader range for the split time 224 between the two gorilla species. As with western gorillas, parentage data for calculation 225 of generation times in bonobos are lacking. However, neither extensive dietary 226 differences between bonobos and chimpanzees nor substantial differences in 227 developmental timing are apparent for these species and it is also relevant that we found 228 no consistent differences in generation times between chimpanzees from western and 229 eastern Africa. With regard to humans, highly similar estimates of generation time were 230 obtained from demographic analysis of a large sample of less-and more-developed 231 countries, a large sample of hunter-gatherer societies, and direct analysis of genealogies 232 (22) . In sum, except for the gorillas where marked ecological differences may contribute 233 to a small degree of variation in generation time within the genus, the generation times 234 used here seem reliable estimates for present-day great apes and humans. 235
A further notable assumption of our work is that the generation times calculated 236 for present-day humans and great apes are valid proxies for their ancestors. It was 237 recently suggested that a slowdown in mutation rate concomitant with an increase in 238 body sizes and generation times has occurred in these lineages (8) . However, there is an 239 extraordinarily diversity of ape body sizes in the fossil record since the Miocene (24 Ma  240 to 5 Ma) and it is difficult to know which ones may represent ancestors of present-day 241 apes and humans (32) . Even if fossil evidence strongly suggested an increase in the size 242 of the ancestors of present-day apes and humans in the past, it is not clear that body mass 243 is a good correlate of life history parameters related to generation time (48) . Although our 244 number of data points is necessarily limited, we found no correlation between mass and 245 generation time in present-day apes and humans, and the notably short generation time 246
for the relatively large mountain gorilla is consistent with the expectation that highly 247 folivorous (46) as well as more terrestrial (49) species are expected to reproduce earlier 248 than more frugivorous, arboreal primates. In accordance with the importance of diet and 249 habitat use in influencing life-history parameters it has been suggested that chimpanzees 250 and orangutans represent the most appropriate living models for the potential life history 251 variables of archaic hominins, and that the common ancestor of humans and chimpanzees 252 exhibited a slow life history similar to that of present-day chimpanzees (50) . Skeletal and 253 dental analyses suggest that early hominins had growth patterns like those of present-day 254 great apes, while Homo erectus and Neandertals evolved slower development, but not to 255 the extent seen in present-day humans (51, 52) . Given the information available at this 256 time, we suggest that the use of the ranges of the observed generation times in the 257 present-day species, including the extremes represented by gorillas (with their 258 comparatively fast life history and consequently short generation time) and humans (with 259 their comparatively slow life history and consequently long generation time), results in 260 conservatively broad estimates of hominid mutation rates and split times as shown (Table  261 2, Figure 1 ). Specifically, if we alternatively consider the human generation time of 29 262 years to be a recent phenomenon, and consider the chimpanzee generation time of 25 263 years to characterize the vast majority of evolution since the split between the gorilla and 264 the chimpanzee/human lineages, we would infer the date of this split at 10.9 to 17.2 Ma, 265 while the split between the lineages leading to chimpanzees and humans would be dated 266 at 6.8 to 11.6 Ma. 267 We also note that we explicitly assume that the mutation rates estimated by 268 sequencing members of present-day human families are also applicable to our closest 269 great ape relatives. This assumption, which is based on our close evolutionary 270 relationship and lack of evidence for differences in rates of evolution among the human 271
and African great ape lineages (7, 53) habituating the animals to human observation in order to collect information on their 286 natural behavior and life histories. This study illustrates the value of such approaches in 287 aiding interpretation of genomic data, and suggests that continued behavioral study of 288 wild apes, in addition to increased understanding of their behavior and cultures, is 289 necessary to complement genomic studies for a fuller understanding of the evolutionary 290 history of our closest living relatives as well as our own species. 291
Material and methods
Details regarding the analyses can be found in SI Materials and Methods. In brief, we compiled the ages of the genetically-confirmed mothers and fathers of offspring born into eight chimpanzee groups and six mountain gorilla groups habituated to human observation. We did not limit our sample to individuals whose ages are exactly known because this would lead to a downward bias in the estimation of the generation length, as older individuals are more likely to have been born before the start of long-term research on a particular group. Instead, we included in our study individuals whose ages were estimated using standard morphological, behavioral and life history criteria established from known-aged individuals and systematically incorporated estimation of ranges of minimum and maximum birthdates symmetrical about the assigned birthdate.
For the split time estimation, we first took the lowest and highest estimates of mutation rates in human families of 0.97 x 10 mutations/site/year. For each split we then chose lower and upper bounds for the yearly mutation rates based upon the extreme values inferred for the taxa under consideration. For example, we assumed that the generation time of the common ancestor of chimpanzees and humans was between 25 and 29 years, the values for present-day chimpanzees and humans, respectively, and thus used the mutation rates of 0.33 and 0.54 mutations/site/year (Table 2) . Similarly, the common ancestor of gorillas, chimpanzees and humans is assumed to have a generation time between 19 and 29 years and we thus used a correspondingly broader set of mutation rates. We adjusted previously published split times (Table 2) by multiplying with the factor µ old /µ new , where µ old corresponds to the previously used mutation rate per year and µ new to our upper and lower bounds based on the range of per generation mutation rates and generation intervals appropriate for the split under consideration.
No explicit mutation rate was assumed for the calculation of the split times of Neandertals and present-day humans in the original publication (41) . However, the authors use a range of nuclear divergence times for orangutan-human to arrive at a human-chimpanzee divergence time of 5.6-8.3 million years. In order to recalibrate the Neandertal split time, we use the published nuclear divergence of ca. 1.3% between human and chimpanzee (8, 16) to convert these values to a mutation rate per year (corresponding to 1.1 -0.7 x 10 -9
).
Figure legends
Figure 1: A diagram illustrating the branching pattern and timing of the splits between humans, chimpanzees, bonobos, western gorillas and eastern gorillas. The paler shading indicates the range of split times inferred in this study. Cartoon skulls indicate approximate age of the indicated fossil remains, but do not imply that these fossils were necessarily on those ancestral lineages, nor that entire crania actually exist for these forms. 
